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	Natural Computing: 4th International Workshop on Natural Computing, 9784431538677 (4431538674), Springer, 2010

	The complex behavior of systems in nature is rooted in intricate mechanisms of interaction that often supersede human-made systems in terms of reliability, power efficiency, and computational capacity. Researchers have begun to realize that natural systems are a great source of inspiration for novel algorithms in computation and communication systems. The International Workshop on Natural Computing (IWNC) is a platform that brings together computer scientists, biologists, mathematicians, electronic engineers, physicists, and social scientists to critically assess present findings in the field and to outline future developments in novel and emerging paradigms of computation and computing architectures. This compilation contains the papers from the most recent workshop, held in Himeji, Japan. Presented by scientists of worldwide reputation, the topics include DNA computation, cellular automata, physics and computation, evolutionary computing, neural networks, amoeba-based computing, artificial chemistry, noise-driven computing, chaotic systems, and unconventional models of communication.
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Mastering TensorFlow 1.x: Advanced machine learning and deep learning concepts using TensorFlow 1.x and KerasPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build, scale, and deploy deep neural network models using the star libraries in Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Delve into advanced machine learning and deep learning use cases using Tensorflow and Keras
	
			Build, deploy, and scale end-to-end deep neural network models in a production...




		

Bluetooth Application Programming with the Java APIs Essentials Edition (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Networking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
Bluetooth wireless technology is a short-range radio standard that provides new opportunities for wireless devices. Originally, Bluetooth wireless technology was designed as a way of eliminating the cables attached to nearly all consumer electronic devices. However, the goals for Bluetooth wireless technology grew as its designers recognized that...

		

The Road to IP Telephony : How Cisco Systems Migrated from PBX to IP Telephony (Network Business)Cisco Press, 2004
There is no better path to the successful implementation of a new technology than to follow in the experienced footsteps of an organization that has already been there. >The Road to IP Telephony> tells you how Cisco Systems successfully moved its own organization to a converged, enterprise-wide network. You will learn the...





	

Data Mining and Predictive Analysis: Intelligence Gathering and Crime AnalysisButterworth-Heinemann, 2007

	It is now possible to predict the future when it comes to crime. In  Data Mining and Predictive Analysis, Dr. Colleen McCue describes not only the possibilities for data mining to assist law enforcement professionals, but also provides real-world examples showing how data mining has identified crime trends, anticipated community...


		

Creating Games with Unity and Maya: How to Develop Fun and Marketable 3D GamesFocal Press, 2011

	The Unity Game Engine has been shaking things up. The engine is only a little
	over five years old now and in 2010 they have earned Develop Magazine's
	Grand Prix Award and surpassed 170,000 developers. The user base of
	consuming Unity products has grown dynamically as well. There are over
	30 million total Unity Web Player...


		

JavaScript 1.5 by ExampleQue, 2001
JavaScript 1.5 by Example starts with a taste of JavaScript – what it is, what it's for, and what readers need to get started. The book then explains how to add JavaScript to existing HTML pages, leading readers into the fundamentals of the language including JavaScript syntax, notation and conventions, communicating with users via input and...
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